Gap detection is a commonly used measure of temporal resolution, although the mechanisms underlying gap detection are not well understood. To the extent that gap detection depends on processes within, or peripheral to, the auditory brainstem, one would predict that a measure of gap threshold based on the auditory brainstem response (ABR) would be similar to the psychophysical gap detection threshold. Three experiments were performed to examine the relationship between ABR gap threshold and gap detection. Thresholds for gaps in a broadband noise were measured in young adults with normal hearing, using both psychophysical techniques and electrophysiological techniques that use the ABR. The mean gap thresholds obtained with the two methods were very similar, although ABR gap thresholds tended to be lower than psychophysical gap thresholds. There was a modest correlation between psychophysical and ABR gap thresholds across participants.
T emporal resolution refers to the auditory system's ability to follow rapid changes in the envelope of sound. As Viemeister and Plack (1993) point out, for speech and other acoustic communication sounds, "the temporal pattern of spectral changes is, essentially, the informational substrate" (p. 116). Thus, it is not surprising that the auditory system has evolved fine temporal resolution, nor is it surprising that deficits in temporal resolution are associated with deficits in speech understanding (e.g., Dreschler & Leeuw, 1990; Dreschler & Plomp, 1980; Phillips, 1999) .
Temporal resolution is measured in various ways, including detection threshold for amplitude modulation (e.g., Viemeister, 1979) , forward and backward masking (Moore, Glasberg, Plack, & Biswas, 1988) , and temporal order discrimination (Green, 1973) . Gap detection is probably the most commonly used measure of temporal resolution. The gap detection threshold is the duration of the just-detectable interruption in a sound. In a sense, the gap detection threshold is not a "pure" measure of temporal resolution, as it also depends on intensity resolution. Gap detection is likely as popular a method as it is because it provides a description of temporal resolution based on a single threshold, whereas other methods require multiple threshold estimates. Another advantage is that gap detection is easy to measure in naive listeners, including infants. Gap detection thresholds obtained from naive adults are close to those obtained from well-trained listeners (e.g., Werner, Marean, Halpin, Spetner, & Gillenwater, 1992) . Forrest and Green (1987) have reported that gap detection and the temporal modulation transfer function (based on amplitude modulation detection) yield similar estimates of temporal acuity.
Simple models of the auditory periphery-consisting, for example, of a bandpass filter followed by a halfwave rectifier and low-pass filter-have done a reasonable job of accounting for gap detection performance (although the required initial bandpass filter is extremely broad; Eddins, 1999; Moore, 1993) . Several investigators have recorded the responses of single auditory neurons to sounds containing gaps and quantified the neural responses by various means to estimate "neural gap thresholds." 1 The results of such an analysis will, of course, depend on the way in which the response is quantified as well as the criterion used to define threshold. Nonetheless, such neural gap thresholds of auditory nerve fibers have been reported to be very similar to psychophysical gap detection thresholds in various species (e.g., Feng, Lin, & Sun, 1994; Klump & Gleich, 1991; Zhang, Salvi, & Saunders, 1990) . Gap thresholds of at least some single units in the central nervous system are also reported to be as low as gap detection thresholds (Buchfellner, Leppelsack, Klump, & Häusler, 1989; Eggermont, 1995 Eggermont, , 1999 Walton, Frisina, Ison, & O'Neill, 1997) . Such findings have been taken to mean that gap detection is limited primarily by peripheral mechanisms, as reflected in the auditory nerve response.
It is also clear, however, that central processing is important in temporal resolution and specifically in gap detection. Lesions of the auditory cortex have been shown to produce deficits in gap detection in rats and ferrets, animals whose temporal resolution is similar to that of humans (Ison, O'Conner, Bowen, & Bocirnea, 1991; Kelly & Rooney, 1996) . Further, Shannon and Otto (1990) have reported that gap detection in people with auditory brainstem implants was about the same as, or perhaps a little worse than, that of people with normal hearing or with cochlear implants. That gap detection is unaffected when the periphery is completely bypassed suggests that the periphery may not be the limiting factor in normal processing, but at the very least that central mechanisms are also involved. Finally, a recent model of temporal processing that includes a bank of modulation filters following peripheral processing has done an excellent job of predicting psychophysical results with realistic cochlear filtering (Dau, Kollmeier, & Kohlrausch, 1997a , 1997b .
We were interested in differentiating peripheral and central sources of infants' poor gap detection thresholds (Trehub, Schneider, & Henderson, 1995; Werner et al., 1992) by comparing infants' gap detection thresholds to their neural gap thresholds. The auditory brainstem response (ABR) seemed particularly well suited to this task. Aside from the cessation of neural activity during a temporal gap in a sound, the onset response of auditory nerve fibers appears to be correlated with gap duration (Fay, 1985; Klump & Gleich, 1991) . At the level of the inferior colliculus, neurons that respond phasically beginning at the onset of sound are more sensitive to temporal gaps than other types of neurons (Walton et al., 1997) . The importance of these observations in the present context is that the ABR is presumed to reflect the synchronous phasic onset response of auditory nerve and brainstem neurons. Thus, it seems likely that the amplitude of the ABR recorded at the onset of sound following a gap would vary systematically with gap duration, allowing calculation of a neural gap threshold. In fact, evoked potentials have been used in that fashion to establish neural gap thresholds of gerbils (Boettcher, Mills, Swerdloff, & Holley, 1996) and dolphins (Popov & Supin, 1997) .
The purpose of this study was to compare the characteristics of ABR gap threshold to those of gap detection threshold in humans with a view toward applying the ABR to the study of gap detection development. First, we estimated gap detection thresholds and ABR gap threshold in a group of adults with normal hearing to determine whether the two types of threshold were related. Second, we manipulated stimulus conditions using various types of maskers to determine whether such manipulations had similar effects on ABR gap thresholds and gap detection thresholds in adults with normal hearing. Finally, we estimated gap detection thresholds and ABR gap thresholds in infants and in a few participants with hearing loss to determine whether the effects of immaturity and hearing loss were similar for the two types of threshold. The results of these experiments would allow us to determine whether the ABR would be a useful tool in the study of gap detection in general, and to make preliminary observations on the contributions of peripheral and brainstem auditory system contributions to gap detection by mature and immature listeners.
Experiment 1: ABR Gap Thresholds and Gap Detection Thresholds

Method Participants
ABR and psychophysical thresholds were obtained from 35 participants who ranged in age from 18 to 30 years. The test ear of all participants passed screening tympanometry at each test session, passed screening audiometry at octave frequencies from .5 to 8 kHz at 15 dB HL, and demonstrated a click-evoked ABR at 20 dB nHL. All participants were paid for participating.
Stimuli
Broadband noise (low-pass filtered at 7 kHz) was presented through an insert transducer (Etymotic ER-1) at one of three spectrum levels (N 0 ), 10, 30 or 50 dB SPL/Hz. Temporal gaps were created by gating the noise (100% attenuation) for a specified duration (∆t) with a rise/fall time measured at the output of the transducer of about 0.5 ms. Gap duration could range from 0 to 125 ms, in increments of 1 ms. All testing was completed in a single-walled sound-attenuating booth, and stimuli were presented monaurally.
ABR Recording and Threshold Estimation
Scalp potentials were recorded (midline foreheadto-ipsilateral mastoid) with disposable silver/silverchloride electrodes. The contralateral mastoid served as ground. Interelectrode impedance was maintained at ≤5 kΩ. Bioelectric activity was amplified (2 × 10 5 ) and filtered (100-3000 Hz). This activity was fed to a high-speed data acquisition board (Data Translation DT2821) controlled by locally developed software and averaged over 2048 stimulus presentations. Two 15-ms noise bursts separated by ∆t constituted one stimulus presentation; the interstimulus interval was 50 ms. Signal averaging was synchronized to the leading edge of the noise burst following the temporal gap by a trigger pulse generated at noise onset.
2 All responses were replicated. Recordings were made only when participants were sleeping or resting quietly; ongoing EEG activity was monitored on an oscilloscope. Artifact rejection was set to exclude from the averaged response any momentary voltage exceeding the full scale A/D range (±1 V). Average responses were coded and stored on disk for offline analysis.
The person collecting the data decided whether or not a response was present after each recording. For this study, the ABR was defined by the presence or absence of its principal component, Wave V. A descending series of ∆t was presented until Wave V was no longer apparent in the response. The first response was recorded for ∆t of 30 ms. ∆t was decreased in steps of 10 ms to 10 ms, then to 5 ms, and finally to 1 ms, as necessary. When Wave V was judged to no longer be present, ∆t was increased in 1-ms steps until Wave V was clearly re-established. Examples of ABRs recorded for a series of ∆t are shown in Figure 1 .
The final estimate of ABR gap threshold was assigned offline. Two experienced judges, blind to stimulus condition, examined the aggregate of the replicated response waveform and decided whether or not Wave V was present. A response was considered to be present only if the observers agreed in their judgments. A third experienced observer, also blind to stimulus conditions, arbitrated disagreements between judges. Gap threshold was taken as the midpoint between the lowest ∆t at which Wave V was considered to be present and the highest ∆t at which Wave V was considered to be absent.
Psychophysical Method
Because we planned to compare results of infants and adults, the adults in this preliminary study were tested in one of two different psychophysical methods. The first was the standard 2AFC paradigm; the other was the go/no-go procedure that we typically use to obtain infant thresholds. Whether these two methods produced similar gap detection thresholds and whether those gap detection thresholds were similarly related to ABR gap-detection threshold was a question of interest. In both methods, however, stimuli were presented for a longer period of time than they would have been in a typical psychophysical study, because longer durations are required to give infants, particularly 3-month-olds, time to respond to signals. Long stimuli were used in both procedures to make the duration of stimulation similar.
2AFC
Two 3,000-ms bursts of broadband noise at 30 dB N 0 were presented, separated by an interval of 1000 ms. A temporal gap was temporally centered in one of the two noise bursts, randomly chosen. The participant was instructed to choose the interval that contained the gap. Gap duration was varied adaptively according to a oneup, two-down rule, beginning at 125 ms.
Step size was determined using PEST rules (Taylor & Creelman, 1967) . Testing was continued until 12 reversals were obtained, in about 50 trials. Gap detection threshold was calculated as the average of the last 10 reversals. Ten participants provided both ABR and 2AFC psychophysical gap detection thresholds.
Go/No-Go Procedure
When the participant appeared to be ready, an experimenter watching from outside the booth began a trial. On each trial, the broadband noise, at either 10, 30, or 50 dB N 0 , was presented for a duration, in ms, equal to 12(∆t + 700). On signal trials, 12 gaps of duration ∆t occurred separated by intervals of 700 ms. On no-signal trials, the noise was presented continuously. Signal and no-signal trials occurred with equal probability. The participant was instructed to respond to "the sound that makes the toy come on" by raising a hand. A mechanical toy in a dark Plexiglas box, used in the testing of infants, was illuminated for 2 seconds as feedback when the participant correctly responded on a signal trial. No feedback occurred following the trial if the participant failed to respond on a trial or if the participant responded on a no-signal trial. The gap duration was varied adaptively following the same procedure as in 2AFC testing. Gap detection threshold was taken as the last 8 of 10 reversals. On average, a threshold was based on 39.7 trials (SD = 8.4 trials). Each participant listened at only one level; 7 participants listened at 10 dB N 0 , 6 participants listened at 30 dB N 0 , and 12 participants listened at 50 dB N 0 . Each participant's ABR gap threshold was determined at the signal level tested psychophysically.
Results
Effects of Psychophysical Method
The average gap detection threshold for the 10 adults tested with the 2AFC method at 30 dB N 0 was 2.6 ms (SEM = 0.3). The average gap detection threshold for the six adults tested with the go/no-go procedure at 30 dB N 0 was 2.7 ms (SEM = 0.2). This difference was not statistically significant (by t test, p = .9). Although one might have predicted that the go/no-go thresholds should have been lower than the 2AFC thresholds because more gaps were presented on each trial in the go/ no-go procedure, the effects of response bias or other procedural differences may have offset the increase in the number of "looks." The data of the two groups were, in any case, combined in subsequent analyses. 
ABR Versus Psychophysical Average Threshold
ABR gap thresholds and psychophysical gap detection thresholds were, on average, quite similar. Collapsed across levels, the average electrophysiological threshold was 2.4 ms (SEM = 0.1), whereas the average psychophysical threshold, including both psychophysical methods, was 2.9 ms (SEM = 0.2). The average thresholds estimated electrophysiologically and psychophysically are shown as a function of signal level in Figure 2 . The two types of threshold are similar, although a tendency for the ABR threshold to be lower than the psychophysical threshold is evident at each signal level. A 2 (Measure: Psychophysical, ABR) × 3 (Level: 10, 30, 50 dB) analysis of variance with repeated measures on the Measure variable was performed to test the significance of the apparent differences. The Measure × Level interaction was not significant (p = .15). The effects of Measure (p = .001) and of Level (p = .028) were significant. Post hoc analyses indicated that thresholds at 10 dB N 0 were significantly greater than those at higher levels, but that the 30 and 50 dB N 0 thresholds did not differ. Thus, ABR gap threshold tends to be somewhat lower than psychophysical gap detection threshold, but ABR and psychophysical thresholds are similarly affected by signal level.
Relationship Between ABR and Psychophysical Threshold
Another question is whether an individual's psychophysical threshold can be predicted from that individual's ABR threshold. To answer that question, the data of all 35 participants were included in the correlational analyses. To exclude the possibility that level effects on gap detection threshold mediate the correlation, the partial correlation between ABR and psychophysical threshold controlling for level was calculated. The partial correlation was 0.39 and statistically significant (p = .011). Thus a modest relationship between ABR gap threshold and gap detection threshold exists in young, individuals with normal hearing. To illustrate that relationship, a scatterplot of residual scores for the two types of measure is shown in Figure 3 . The residual scores plotted in this figure have had the effects of level "removed."
Discussion
The average ABR gap threshold was similar to the average gap detection threshold obtained here and to gap detection thresholds for broadband signals reported in many other studies (Viemeister & Plack, 1993) . The increase observed in both psychophysical gap detection threshold and ABR gap threshold at low signal level has been reported in previous gap detection studies (e.g., Fitzgibbons, 1983) .
Three results of Experiment 1 argue that psychophysical gap detection and the ABR gap threshold share a dependence on at least some processes: the similarity in the value of the thresholds; their common dependence on signal level; and the significant, if modest, correlation between the two types of thresholds across individuals. These findings suggest that the temporal aspects of the peripheral or brainstem response, such as across-fiber discharge synchrony and adaptation, are reflected in gap detection. In addition, these findings suggest that the ABR may be a useful tool in determining how peripheral or brainstem immaturities contribute to immature gap detection in human infants, although it would clearly be difficult to predict gap detection threshold from an individual's ABR gap threshold.
The reader may be puzzled by the finding that ABR gap threshold is at least as good as the psychophysical gap detection threshold. After all, it is well established that thresholds for detecting sound are lower than the lowest levels of sound that reliably elicit an ABR. Keep in mind, though, that the ABR is highly dependent on the synchronous discharge of neurons at the onset of the stimulus in all stimulus configurations, whereas the neural "evidence" that listeners use to perform a psychophysical task will change with the task. Thus, listeners may be able to detect sounds when there is not enough synchronous neural activity to produce a recordable ABR. The similarity of ABR gap thresholds and psychophysical gap detection thresholds suggests that listeners may depend on neural synchrony, or a neural response characteristic that is highly correlated with synchrony, when they are detecting gaps. It is also possible that the peripheral and brainstem portions of the auditory nervous system represent the temporal characteristics of sound with greater fidelity than do the levels of the system accessible to the decision-making process. Although single-unit studies generally report gap thresholds that are similar to gap detection thresholds, less forward masking, a phenomenon closely related to gap detection, has been observed in the peripheral neural response than was observed psychophysically when a signal detection analysis was employed to describe sensitivity (Relkin & Turner, 1988) . Finally, it would be difficult to argue that the ABR and psychophysical thresholds reflect the same underlying process were their values vastly different, but there is no particular reason to expect the values to be exactly equal. Thresholds are by definition arbitrary. One could easily make the ABR gap threshold a half millisecond longer by defining the threshold as the midpoint between the lowest ∆t at which Wave V was considered to be present and the highest ∆t at which Wave V was considered to be absent, plus 0.5 ms. Moreover, the function relating ABR amplitude to gap duration and the function relating gap detection to gap duration may be quite different in form, even if they reflect common processes.
Although the results of Experiment 1 suggest that the ABR gap threshold is measuring some of the same processes that determine the gap detection threshold, evoked potentials and psychophysical responses are obviously different and are affected by different "nuisance variables." Stimulus manipulations that one might want to make to examine the characteristics of temporal processing could make it difficult to record an ABR even though temporal processing has been unaffected by the manipulations. Varying stimulus frequency is one such manipulation. In psychophysical studies of gap detection, frequency is often manipulated by using continuous filtered noise to mask frequencies other than the ones that the experimenter wants to test. Maskers may be used to prevent listeners from using spectral splatter associated with rapid switching of frequency-specific sounds to detect gaps or to limit the range of informative frequencies in a broadband sound. It is not known how such maskers and the resulting frequency restriction would affect the ABR gap threshold.
Experiment 2: Effects of Masking on ABR Gap Thresholds and Gap Detection Thresholds
In Experiment 2, the effects of masking on ABR gap thresholds and gap detection thresholds were examined in young adults with normal hearing. The effects of both frequency and bandwidth on the thresholds were of interest, because although temporal resolution has been found to depend on bandwidth, but not frequency, in adults (Eddins, 1993 (Eddins, , 1999 Eddins, Hall, & Grose, 1992) , it is well known that the frequency content of the stimulus strongly affects the ABR. First, ABR gap threshold and gap detection threshold were examined in the presence of high-pass noise. In this condition, both the frequencies and the bandwidth available to generate a response varied with the cutoff frequency of the masker. Second, both types of thresholds were examined in the presence of notched-noise maskers with notches centered at either 1.5 or 5 kHz. In this condition, the frequencies available to generate a response varied, but the available bandwidth (in Hz) was held constant. The effects of level and signal-to-noise ratio were also examined for the notched-noise maskers to identify conditions under which ABR gap thresholds could be reasonably obtained.
Method Participants
One hundred thirty adults with normal hearing, aged 18-30 years, participated. All participants met the same criteria for participation as in Experiment 1. Each participant provided both ABR and psychophysical data. The data of the participants who participated in Experiment 1 are also considered in the analysis.
Stimuli
In all conditions, the interrupted stimulus (in which the participant detected gaps) was a noise. This noise is referred to as the signal. One group of 14 participants detected gaps in the signal in the presence of a continuous high-pass masker, with a low-frequency cutoff of either 1 or 2 kHz. The nominal filter slope was 96 dB/ octave. Signal level was 30 dB N 0 , and masker level was 40 dB N 0 . The signal noise was low-pass filtered at 7 kHz, as in Experiment 1. A second group of 116 participants detected gaps in the presence of a continuous notched noise. The spectral notches were centered at either 1.5 or 5 kHz, and were 2 kHz wide. The notched noises were produced by multiplying each of two lowpass (96 dB/octave) noises by a sinusoid to produce two broad bands of noise with nominal skirt slopes greater than 200 dB/octave (Patterson, 1974) . The noise bands were 0.7 kHz wide for the 1.5-kHz notch and 1 kHz wide for the 5-kHz notch. In the 1.5-kHz notch condition, the signal noise was bandpass filtered between 0.5 and 2.5 kHz; in the 5-kHz notch condition, the signal noise was bandpass filtered between 4 and 6 kHz. Half of the participants were tested at a signal-to-masker ratio of 0 dB, and signal level was 10, 30, or 50 dB N 0 , with 9-10 participants tested at each Frequency × Level combination. The rest of these participants were tested at a signal level of 30 dB N 0 , and signal-to-masker ratio was -5, 0 or 5 dB, again with 9-10 participants in each cell. The between-participants design was used to make it possible to examine correlations between measures without violating the assumption of independence among observations; that is, the same participant could not be included in a correlational analysis more than once.
Procedure
The ABR and psychophysical test procedures were the same as those used in Experiment 1, except that the ABR filter cutoffs were 30 and 3000 Hz for the 1.5-and 5-kHz notched-noise masker conditions. Each participant listened in just one stimulus condition, but was tested both psychophysically and electrophysiologically in that condition.
Results
High-Pass Masker
The effects of the high-pass maskers were assessed by comparing thresholds in the high-pass masked condition to the unmasked thresholds obtained at 30 dB N 0 in Experiment 1. The average thresholds in all conditions are shown in Figure 4 . Introducing a high-pass masker increased both ABR and psychophysical thresholds. A 2-kHz high-pass masker increased the threshold from about 3 to about 10 ms and a 1-kHz high-pass masker to about 20 ms. There is a tendency for ABR threshold to be affected more than psychophysical threshold, but statistical analysis failed to give substance to that tendency. Nonparametric analyses were used because variability was higher in the masked conditions than in the unmasked condition. The effects of masking condition were significant for both ABR and psychophysical threshold, as indicated by Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA (p < .00001 in both cases). Friedman two-way ANOVA comparisons between measures in each masking condition indicated no difference between measures in either the 1-kHz or 2-kHz high-pass masker condition (p > .05 in both cases). Although the difference between measures in the unmasked conditions was significant (p = .005 by Friedman two-way ANOVA; see also results of Experiment 1), the difference was only a fraction of a millisecond. Thus, there is little statistical evidence here for a more pronounced effect of high-pass masking on the ABR measure compared to the psychophysical measure of gap detection.
The correlation between ABR and psychophysical threshold in the high-pass masker conditions, partialing out the effect of low-frequency cutoff, was moderate (r = .6) and significant (p = .03).
Notched-Noise Masker: Effects of Frequency and Level
The average ABR gap threshold and gap detection threshold in the presence of a notched-noise masker are shown as a function of spectrum level in Figure 5 . The most dramatic effect evident in these data is the interaction between the center frequency of the masker notch and spectrum level. The effects of level are pronounced for the ABR gap threshold measured in the presence of a 1.5-kHz notched noise, whereas the effects of level are slight for the ABR threshold measured in the presence of a 5-kHz notched noise and for the psychophysical threshold in the presence of either notched noise. Except at the highest spectrum level, the 1.5-kHz notched-noise-masked ABR threshold is higher than that in any other condition. Thresholds in other conditions are in the 3-to 6-ms range.
Nonparametric statistical analyses were used because the variance differed across conditions, as is clear in Figure 5 . First, the Frequency × Level interaction was tested using the adjusted rank transform test suggested by Sawilowsky (1990) . It was significant for the ABR (p = .016), but not for the psychophysical threshold (p = .67). Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA showed that the effects of level on psychophysical threshold, although only on the order of 1-2 ms, were significant at both frequencies, with the 50 dB N 0 threshold better than those at lower levels (p = .03 and .003 at 1.5 and 5 kHz, respectively). The level effect in Experiment 1 was similar in magnitude. The effects of level on ABR threshold were significant at 1.5 kHz (p = .0008), but not at 5 kHz (p = .76). All pairwise differences between levels were significant at 1.5 kHz. The effects of frequency on the ABR threshold were significant (p = .02), but the effects on the psychophysical threshold were not (p = .73). The results of the statistical analysis are consistent with the above observations: The ABR gap threshold tends to be poor at 1.5 kHz, particularly at lower levels.
Notched-Noise Masker: Effects of Frequency and Signal-to-Masker Ratio
The average ABR gap threshold and gap detection thresholds are plotted as a function of signal-to-masker ratio for two notched noises for each measure in Figure  6 .
3 Not surprisingly, gap detection tends to be better at higher signal-to-masker ratio whether it is measured Figure 5 . Mean gap detection threshold and ABR gap threshold as a function of spectrum level with notched-noise maskers centered at 1.5 and 5 kHz. Error bars represent ±1 standard error. In some conditions, the error bars are smaller than the plot symbol.
3 The same stimulus, 30 dB pressure spectrum level at 0 dB signal-tomasker ratio, was used to obtain the thresholds plotted for 30 dB pressure spectrum level in Figure 5 and for 0 dB signal-to-masker ratio in Figure 6 from two different groups of participants. The psychophysical thresholds for both notched-noise maskers and the ABR gap threshold for the 1.5-kHz notched-noise masker were similar for the two groups of participants. However, although the ABR gap threshold for the 5-kHz notched-noise masker in the level-manipulated group was about 2.5 ms, the threshold in the signal-to-masker-ratio-manipulated group was nearly 11 ms. We have no ready explanation for the difference in this condition, save sampling error. Two participants in the level-manipulated group had gap thresholds falling well above the range recorded in the signal-tomasker-manipulated group; elimination of the outliers reduced the average gap threshold in the signal-to-masker-manipulated group to about 5 ms. The analysis of signal-to-masker ratio effects, however, produced the same results whether the outliers were included or not.
psychophysically or with ABR in the presence of either a 1.5-or 5-kHz notched-noise masker. However, the effects of signal-to-masker ratio tend to be more pronounced for the ABR than for the psychophysical measure. Further, although the effects of signal-to-masker ratio on ABR gap threshold are similar for 1.5-and 5-kHz notched-noise maskers, the effects on psychophysical gap threshold appear to be more pronounced for a 5-kHz than for a 1.5-kHz notched noise.
The significance of these effects was assessed using nonparametric statistics, again because the variance differed across conditions. The Frequency × Signal-toMasker Ratio effect was assessed for each measure using the adjusted rank transform test (Sawilowsky, 1990) . The interaction was significant for neither the ABR (p = .43) nor the psychophysical threshold (p = .51). Thus, the apparent difference between frequencies in signalto-masker ratio effects on psychophysical gap detection was not significant. The effect of signal-to-masker ratio was significant for both ABR (p = .004) and psychophysical threshold (p = .002) by Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA. However, the effect of Frequency was not significant for either measure (for both, p > .05).
To try to get at the relative importance of signal-tomasker ratio for the two measures, a robust linear regression was performed on threshold with signal-tomasker ratio the predictor variable for each measure. The slope of the line relating threshold to signal-tomasker ratio was 0.18 for the psychophysical threshold and 0.87 for the ABR threshold. The 95% confidence intervals were 0.08-0.28 for the psychophysical threshold and 0.40-1.34 for the ABR threshold, consistent with the observation that signal-to-masker ratio has a greater effect on ABR gap threshold than on psychophysical measures of gap detection.
The correlation between ABR and psychophysical threshold was examined for all the notched-noise masking conditions, partialing out the effects of notch center frequency, signal level, and signal-to-masker ratio. The correlation was not small and significant (r = -.15, p = .17). The correlation between ABR gap threshold and gap detection threshold was also small and nonsignificant when only the data in more optimal ABR conditions-5-kHz notch, 50 dB N 0 , or +5 dB signal-to masker ratio-were considered.
Discussion
A high-pass masker increases both the psychophysical and ABR gap threshold from 2-3 ms in the unmasked case to 8-10 ms for a 2-kHz cutoff and 18-21 ms for a 1-kHz cutoff. Along the same lines, a notched-noise masker increases either threshold to about 5 ms under the most favorable signal-to-masker ratio tested here. Gap thresholds in the presence of both high-pass noise and notched-noise maskers are similar to those reported for band-limited stimuli of the same bandwidth in previous psychophysical gap detection studies (reviewed by Eddins & Green, 1995) . As in those studies, the psychophysical gap detection thresholds in the presence of a notched-noise masker did not change with notch center frequency when bandwidth (in Hz) was held constant. Further, the slight effect of level on psychophysical gap detection threshold is consistent with previous reports indicating little effect of level on gap at moderate or high sensation levels. The ABR gap thresholds in the presence of notched-noise maskers were also independent of notch center frequency when the stimuli were presented at a high enough level. At low signal levels, masker frequency affected gap detection and ABR gap threshold differently, however. The 1.5-kHz masker degraded ABR gap threshold more than it did gap detection, and more than did the 5-kHz masker. The effects of bandwidth on gap detection have not been reported to interact with those of frequency in previous studies (Eddins & Green, 1995) . Considering that 1.5 kHz is not an ideal stimulus for eliciting the ABR to begin with, it is perhaps not surprising that the response to this frequency would be particularly degraded when the stimulus level is low.
One interesting outcome of Experiment 2 was that although the correlation observed between ABR gap threshold and gap detection threshold for unmasked broadband noise was also seen when high-pass maskers were used, it was not seen when notched-noise maskers were used. The implication is that the notched-noise masker increased variability in the two measures differentially. Examination of Figures 4 and 5 suggests that ABR gap thresholds were generally more variable in notched-noise masker conditions compared to either masked gap detection threshold or to unmasked ABR gap threshold. Thus, it appears that the ABR to temporal interruptions may be particularly susceptible to disruption by notched-noise maskers. It is not entirely clear why the notched-noise maskers would affect the ABR more than high-pass maskers, especially when the stimulus bandwidth available to elicit the response is comparable in the two masking conditions. One possible explanation is that the upward spread of masking by the lower frequency band is particularly disruptive to the ABR. However, it is not clear why the ABR would be more susceptible to such effects than psychophysical gap detection.
Experiment 3: Effects of Subject Variables on ABR Gap Thresholds and Gap Detection
Experiment 3 was intended to further explore the dependence of gap detection and ABR gap thresholds on common mechanisms. To the extent that the same factors limit the two measures, one would expect that participant variables such as age and hearing loss would affect the two measures in a similar way.
Method Participants
Participants With Hearing Loss
Three adults with sloping, high-frequency, sensorineural hearing loss provided both the psychophysical and ABR gap thresholds. Ages for the participants with hearing loss ranged from 58 to 64 years. Their airconduction hearing thresholds are shown in Table 1 . The etiology of hearing loss was presbycusis for HI1 and HI2, and presbycusis and noise exposure for HI3.
Infants
The infants tested psychophysically were ten 3-month-old infants and twenty 6-month-old infants. Another thirteen 3-month-old infants were tested electrophysiologically. Infants were tested within 2 weeks of their 3-month or 6-month birthday. All participants passed a screening questionnaire assessing risk for hearing loss (Joint Committee on Infant Hearing, 1991), had neither been treated for otitis media within 2 weeks nor had more than two episodes of otitis media, and passed screening tympanometry at each laboratory visit. None had participated previously in a psychoacoustic study. In the psychophysical part of the experiment, four additional 3-month-olds and three additional 6-month-olds completed the required test sessions, but either responded inconsistently to the probe or did not complete enough test trials to estimate a threshold.
Ideally, we would test the same infants psychophysically and electrophysiologically. However, our experience in this arena has shown that considerable effort and expense are required to obtain sufficient data of that type, leading us to decide on a between-participants comparison for this initial study. Similarly, our decision not to obtain ABR thresholds from 6-month-olds was based on our initial observations of 3-month-olds' ABR thresholds and the fact that it is more difficult to get 6-montholds to fall into a natural sleep in the laboratory.
Procedure
The stimulus was the broadband noise used in Experiment 1, unmasked and at a spectrum level of 30 dB N 0 . The procedures for recording the ABR and for estimating ABR gap thresholds were the same as those used in Experiment 1, except that the infants were tested while in natural sleep. Infant electrophysiological test sessions typically lasted 1.5 hours, and thresholds were Table 1 . Air-conduction hearing thresholds (dB HL) of 3 participants with hearing loss. HI1  10  10  5  10  30  45  65  65  HI2  5  10  15  10  20  30  40  25  HI3  0  0  15  45  45  55  50  50 generally estimated in one such session. The psychophysical thresholds of listeners with hearing loss were estimated using the 2AFC procedure, as in Experiment 1.
The infants' psychophysical gap detection thresholds were estimated using the observer-based psychoacoustic procedure (Werner, 1995) , which is a go/no-go procedure. The infant was seated on a parent's lap in the test booth, and an assistant in the booth maintained the infant in a mildly interested state by manipulating quiet toys on a table in front of the infant. As in Experiment 1, an experimenter observing from outside the booth began a trial when the infant appeared ready. On signal trials, a noise with gaps was presented; on nosignal trials, the continuous noise was presented. The observer knew when a trial was occurring, but not whether it was a signal trial. The observer decided, on the basis of observations of the infant's behavior, whether a signal or no-signal trial had occurred and received feedback on each judgment. If the observer correctly identified a signal trial, the mechanical toy was illuminated and activated in the booth to reinforce the infant's response to the noise with gaps. No reinforcement was presented following failures to respond or responses on no-signal trials. Thus, the infant learned to respond when the noise with gaps was presented, but not to the continuous noise. The observer learned to discriminate the response that the infant made to the noise with gaps from the response that the infant made to the continuous noise.
At the beginning of each test session, easily detectable gaps were presented until the infant responded correctly 80% of the time on both signal and no-signal trials. Threshold was then estimated adaptively using the method described in the go/no-go condition of Experiment 1. A threshold was only calculated if the infant completed 10 reversals. If the infant became too fussy or sleepy to continue testing, the training and threshold estimation procedure was repeated on a subsequent visit to the lab.
Results
Effects of Hearing Loss
As predicted, both psychophysical and electrophysiological thresholds were higher, on average, among the participants with hearing loss than among the participants with normal hearing. The psychophysical threshold averaged 10.7 ms (SEM = 5.7) for the participants with hearing loss compared to 2.6 ms for the participants with normal hearing. The ABR threshold averaged 12.7 ms (SEM = 3.7) for the participants with hearing loss compared to 2.7 ms for the participants with normal hearing. Thus, the average thresholds were similarly affected by sensorineural hearing loss. There were differences among the 3 participants with hearing loss in the degree to which gap detection differed from normal, and the correlation between ABR gap threshold and gap detection threshold was not perfect. As shown in Figure 7 , Participant HI1 had very poor gap detection thresholds, as estimated by both psychophysical and ABR testing, whereas Participant HI3's thresholds were less affected by hearing loss, although both thresholds were outside the normal range. However, Participant HI2 had a psychophysical threshold within the normal range, although the ABR threshold was well outside the normal range. However, the participant whose gap detection threshold was worst had the worst ABR gap threshold, and the participants whose gap detection was less affected by their hearing loss had better ABR gap thresholds.
Effects of Age
In contrast to the effects of hearing loss, the effects of early development are very different for psychophysical and electrophysiological measures of gap detection. Although the average psychophysical gap detection threshold is an order of magnitude worse for 3-and 6-month-olds than for adults, the average ABR gap threshold is already adultlike by 3 months of age. The means are plotted in Figure 8 . Nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis one-way analyses of variance were conducted to test the effect of age on each gap detection measure. A nonparametric statistic was chosen because of the differences in variance among age groups. For the psychophysical threshold, the effect of age was significant (p < .0001); 3-and 6-month-olds had similar thresholds, but both groups had significantly worse thresholds than did adults. For the ABR threshold, the effect of age was not significant (p > .12).
Discussion
The psychophysical results of Experiment 3 are consistent with those of previous psychophysical studies. For example, Nelson and Thomas (1997) and Fitzgibbons and Gordon-Salant (1987) report similar values of gap detection thresholds for listeners with a sloping, highfrequency sensorineural hearing loss under similar stimulus conditions; and as in those studies, considerable variability is observed, even in this small group of listeners with hearing loss. Finally, the gap detection performance of infants in this study matches that previously reported by Werner et al. (1992) for gap detection in broadband noise.
The mechanisms involved in sensorineural hearing loss appear to affect gap detection threshold and electrophysiological gap threshold. The implication is that the peripheral factors responsible for sensorineural hearing loss constrain gap detection performance among listeners with hearing loss. Thus, the ABR may be a useful way to study temporal resolution in hearing loss. However, that one of the three listeners with hearing loss tested here could achieve normal gap detection threshold with abnormal ABR gap threshold is problematic. It suggests that gap detection can be based on neural information not reflected in the ABR or that the ABR to gaps can be disrupted by mechanisms that do not affect psychophysical performance. Clearly, additional data would be needed to help to elucidate the mechanisms responsible for deficits in gap detection performance associated with sensorineural hearing loss.
The mechanisms involved in early auditory development appear to affect gap detection and electrophysiological gap threshold very differently. The implication is that the factors limiting psychophysical gap detection among infants are neither at the periphery nor in the brainstem. Given that implication, the ABR can contribute little to an understanding of the immaturity that results in such poor gap detection among infants.
General Discussion
The first question asked in this study was the extent to which psychophysical gap detection depends on the peripheral and brainstem neural mechanisms that also contribute to the ABR. Several of the current results support the idea that at least some of the mechanisms that limit gap detection are at the periphery or in the brainstem. First, under most conditions, there is a significant correlation between ABR gap thresholds and gap detection thresholds, supporting a common dependence on some process. Moreover, ABR gap threshold and gap detection threshold are similar in value, are affected similarly by changes in signal level in the absence of masking, and by restrictions in the frequencies contributing to the response. Finally, sensorineural hearing loss appears to affect ABR gap detection as it does psychophysical gap detection.
Immaturity does not affect ABR gap thresholds and psychophysical gap detection thresholds in the same way. Although the psychophysical gap detection threshold is clearly immature, the ABR gap threshold is not. The lack of correspondence between ABR gap thresholds and psychophysical gap detection thresholds suggests that it is not immaturity at the level of the brainstem that is responsible for infants' poor gap detection performance. It should be noted that in previous work, we have found that immaturity of neural mechanisms that contribute little to frequency resolution or sensitivity in adults can result in immaturity of frequency resolution and sensitivity early in development (Folsom & Wynne, 1987; Spetner & Olsho, 1990; Werner, Folsom, & Mancl, 1993 . Thus, although the auditory periphery may represent the temporal aspects of the stimulus in a mature fashion, that representation is either not maintained along the auditory pathway or not used efficiently by higher level processes. Along similar lines, Boettcher et al. (1996) reported changes in the gerbil ABR to gaps in the absence of changes in peripheral response.
Finally we ask whether the ABR is a useful tool in the study of temporal resolution. The general correspondence between ABR and psychophysical results here indicates that it is, when the measure of temporal resolution is gap detection. At the same time, it is clear that one can manipulate the stimulus in such a way that the ABR to gaps is degraded, whereas psychophysical gap detection performance is little affected. Low signal-to-masker ratio and low levels in combination with a restriction to low frequencies are such manipulations. It appears that under these stimulus conditions, it becomes more difficult to record an ABR, probably for reasons that have more to do with the requirements of the ABR than with auditory processing. However, given these limitations, the ABR gap threshold and psychophysical gap detection threshold remain similar when they are determined using sufficiently high levels and signal-to-masker ratio, even with low-frequency restriction. Thus, it appears that under most circumstances the ABR gives a reasonable prediction of psychophysical gap detection performance and should be useful in answering a variety of questions about the basis of gap detection.
